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 For the past 10 years, we’ve been researching and testing traffic generation 
strategies that have helped attract thousands of clicks, leads, and sales online.

And since the 2 biggest challenges people face when managing an online business 
is generating traffic and converting the traffic into sales, we’ve decided to put 
together this special report which contains 100 different ways to generate traffic.

There are no tricks, just techniques and principles that work, provided you do. 

Remember, when wanting to generate traffic, avoid at all costs spammy practices. 
Not only will it raise flags and potentially harm your online reputation, it will affect 
how much traffic you get. Always focus on providing value to people and serving 
people first.

With that said, here are the 100 ways you can generate traffic:

1) Email marketing. If you have an email address, chances are you have the 
email addresses of a few people already (if not, thousands of people) you can send 
an email to, about the web page you want to send traffic to.

2) Partners. A partner is simply someone who has access to a list of people online 
who they can promote your web page to. Partners can be compensated for promot-
ing you either with a flat fee, on a commission basis or through a reciprocal
promotion.

3) Solo ads. A solo ad is the process of paying an email list owner to promote your 
online offer. There are currently many websites offering access to solo ad providers 
who have a mailing list that will likely match your target audience.

4) Facebook page post. If you have a business, chances are you have set up a 
Facebook business page for it and have already attracted a few fans. Simply
publish a post with a link to your offer.

5) Facebook profile post. With more than 2 billion Facebook users, chances are 
you have a profile on Facebook with a few hundred friends (or thousands!). Simply 
publish on your timeline a post with a link to your offer.

6) Facebook guest post. With the millions of Facebook pages available, and the 
millions of fans some of them are, you can now tap into these audiences and free 
traffic by simply publishing as a guest of the page a post on their page (if the page 
owner has enabled this feature).



7) Facebook boosted post. To reach thousands of people with your message 
and your offer, simply publish a post on your Facebook page and boost it (aka pay 
Facebook to show it to more people according to your targeting criteria).

8) Website advertising. Many websites which have thousands, even millions of 
visitors now sell advertising space. Simply look at websites that attract the kind of 
audience you’re after, and look for their “advertise with us” tab.

9) Blogging. By having a blog, you can now publish short or long form articles and 
include links to the web page you want to send traffic to. People looking for the
content you’ve published will therefore potentially click on your links included in 
your blog posts.

10) Guest blogging. A lot of blog owners are always looking for fresh, new
content to publish on their blog. This represents a massive opportunity to leverage 
their traffic by allowing them to publish your content which of course includes your 
links.

11) Interviews. One of the easiest ways to generate traffic is by interviewing 
experts in your industry. But not just any expert. Ideally, you want to interview an 
expert who already has a big audience. They either have a lot of social media 
followers, YouTube subscribers or simply get a lot of media exposure on a regular 
basis so you can leverage their existing audience.

12) YouTube video. With almost 5 billion videos being watched on YouTube every 
single day, creating a video about your offer and publishing it on YouTube is a fast 
and easy way to generate traffic.

13) Facebook live. Facebook live is Facebook’s live-streaming video functionality. 
Facebook users can find live videos broadcast from your personal account in their 
newsfeed if they are your friends or follow you, and can find your live videos
broadcast from your business page if they are fans of your page. Simply broadcast 
live videos sharing news and information to your audience and end it with a strong 
call-to-action redirecting people to your offer.

14) Facebook video ads. Combining the power of Facebook advertising with the 
power of video marketing is a sure-fire way of getting more traffic. Simply put 
together a video about your offer and its benefits and end it with a strong
call-to-action, inviting people to go to your link.



15) Instagram stories. Instagram stories is a feature that lets people publish 
videos and photos that disappear after 24 hours. Unlike your usual Instagram 
posts, Instagram stories don’t appear in the newsfeed. Instead, they appear in a bar 
at the top of newsfeeds. Because Instagram stories disappear after 24 hours, when 
you include a call-to-action in your story, there’s a higher sense of urgency for 
people to follow that call-to-action. Users know that they won’t be able to leave it to 
later.

16) Facebook page banner. Your banner is prime real estate as it is featured in 
big right at the top of your Facebook page. Therefore, use it to your advantage by 
adding the link to your offer on the banner.

17) Facebook page. Every Facebook page allows you to have a call-to-action 
below your banner. Simply use this feature to redirect people to the link to your 
offer.
  
18) Facebook tabs. Facebook pages allow you to create customised tabs on the 
left-hand side, where the standard “posts”, “photos” and “about” are featured. This 
is a fantastic opportunity to create a special tab which redirects to your offer where 
you wish to send traffic to.

19) Blog comments. With the millions of blog posts relevant to your industry that 
have been published online, it’s a great opportunity to take advantage of the traffic 
they attract by publishing a valuable, interesting comment and inviting people to go 
to your link. Make sure however, your offer is relevant and adds value to people to 
avoid coming across as spammy.
 
20) YouTube comments. Just as with blog comments, you can also publish
comments on YouTube videos with a link to your offer. However, make sure your 
comment adds value to people and is relevant to the video to avoid coming across 
as spammy.

21) LinkedIn articles. Unlike other social networks like Twitter and Instagram, 
LinkedIn gives its users the ability to publish articles, which is the equivalent of a 
long form post. Simply use LinkedIn to publish your long form articles and include 
the link to your offer a few times across the whole article.

22) LinkedIn posts. If you have a LinkedIn account, chances are you already 
have a few connections already, so simply publish an engaging post about your 
offer and add the link you wish to promote.



23) Twitter tweets. Posts on Twitter (also known as ‘tweets’) have a limit of 280 
characters but are a fantastic opportunity to generate traffic. Simply publish an 
engaging tweet and include your call-to-action with the link to your offer.

24) Twitter profile. Your Twitter account can be customized further with a banner 
which represents quality real estate as it is featured in big, right at the top of your 
profile. Take this opportunity to create a banner that includes a call-to-action and a 
link to your offer.

25) Twitter direct messages. Direct messages on Twitter are personal
messages you can send to people as long as they follow you. What this means is 
that every single person who follows you could potentially click on your link if they 
receive a direct message about it. Avoid of course behaviour that could be
considered as spammy, by sending the same message to a lot of people
simultaneously.

26) Snip.ly. Snip.ly is a link shortening tool which allows any links you shorten to 
display an ad when people click on the shortened link. For example, should you 
wish to share an article on social media, and shorten the link to the article using 
snip.ly, the people who click on the link to read the article, will also see on the page 
of the article, your ad. Your ad can simply advertise your offer and when clicked on, 
redirect people to your link.

27) LinkedIn Inmail. LinkedIn has a built-in email service which allows you to 
privately message any of your connections. This is a great opportunity to personally 
message any member of your network and invite them to click on the link of your 
offer.

28) LinkedIn summary. Your LinkedIn summary is simply an overview of who 
you are professionally which usually lists your experience, your skills and
qualifications. Since your LinkedIn summary is what most LinkedIn users are likely 
to read about you, don’t forget to include a call-to-action with the link to your offer 
at the bottom of your summary.

29) LinkedIn Inmail ads. Should you wish to send a personalised message 
(inmail) to LinkedIn users who are not part of your connections, you can leverage 
the power of LinkedIn Inmail ads, by simply paying to send any personalised
message to anyone using LinkedIn. Simply write a compelling offer and add your 
call-to-action.

30) Social media images. When publishing posts on social media, remember to 
add an image to illustrate your post and make it stand out in people’s newsfeed. In 
your image, remember to add your link by using tools which allow you to add text 
overlay on any image.



31) Instagram bio. On Instagram, the only clickable link allowed is in your bio, so 
remember to add a call-to-action and link in your bio which features right at the top 
of your Instagram profile page.

32) Instagram posts. Although you can’t add clickable links in the caption of your 
Instagram posts, you can still add a call-to-action inviting people to click on the link 
in your bio.

33) Instagram live videos. Instagram live is Instagram’s live-streaming video 
functionality. Simply broadcast live videos sharing news and information to your 
audience and end it with a strong call-to-action redirecting people to your offer.

34) Instagram highlights. Since standard Instagram stories disappear after 24 
hours, the Instagram highlights feature allows users to pick their favourite stories 
and save them, so that they can appear permanently on their profile for everyone 
to see at any time. Instagram stories highlights appear right below your bio and 
above your posts, which is prime real estate for exposure. Simply turn any
Instagram stories you have created which include your call-to-action and link, into 
an Instagram highlight.

35) Pinterest Pins. When publishing a post on Pinterest (also known as a ‘pin’), 
make sure you edit your pin. When you do, you’ll be able to add a call-to-action and 
make your pin clickable and redirect to any link of your choice.

36) Pinterest bio. As any social network, Pinterest allows you to display your bio 
and any link you wish to send traffic to. 

37) Pinterest ads. For more traffic, you can also leverage the power of Pinterest 
ads, by advertising any pin which redirects to any link of your choice.

38) Email signature. Should you be an email user, remember to customise your 
email signature by adding a call-to-action and your link below your name and
contact details. This way, any email you send will permanently also display the link 
of your choice.

39) Podcast interviews. There are currently millions of podcast shows with hosts 
eager to interview people. When interviewed on a podcast, it’s a great opportunity 
to advertise your link.

40) Podcast hosting. You can now easily and for free become the host of your 
own podcast show. By being a podcast host, you can advertise your link at the 
beginning and end of each show.



41) Twitter chat. A Twitter chat is a public conversation led by you around a 
unique hashtag. Twitter chats are usually recurring and on specific topics to
connect people with similar interests on a regular basis. Therefore, you can use 
Twitter chats as an opportunity to mention your link.

42) Slideshare. Slideshare is a slide hosting service which you can access 
through your LinkedIn account which allows you to upload any presentation and 
include clickable links to any of your slides.

43) LinkedIn group member posting. On LinkedIn, there are currently millions 
of groups and any LinkedIn user can become a member of up to 100 groups. By 
being a member of a group, you can publish your own posts for all members to see 
(with the links you wish to promote) provided it’s allowed by the group owner. 

44) LinkedIn group owner. On LinkedIn, you can also create up to 30 groups 
yourself. When you do, you’ll be able to publish posts with links to your offers for all 
members to see.

45) LinkedIn private group messages. When you are a member of a LinkedIn 
group, you will be allowed to send private messages individually, to any group 
member which is an opportunity for you to redirect them to the link you’re
promoting.

46) LinkedIn weekly group messages. As a LinkedIn group owner, you will be 
allowed to send a message to all your group members at once, which means you’ll 
be able to include in your message your call-to-action and link for all members to 
see, simultaneously.

47) LinkedIn group description. As a LinkedIn group owner, you’ll have the 
opportunity to permanently display your call-to-action and link in the group
description.

48) LinkedIn company page profile. A LinkedIn company page is the equiva-
lent of a Facebook page, which allows you to create a presence for your business 
on LinkedIn. When writing the description of your LinkedIn company page, make 
sure you include the link you wish to drive traffic to, as it will be on permanent
display.

49) LinkedIn company page post. Just like a Facebook page, when you own a 
LinkedIn company page, you will have to publish posts which include any links you 
wish to advertise to the followers of your page.



50) LinkedIn text ads. Text ads appear on both the right column when someone 
is on LinkedIn and as a text ad right at the top of the LinkedIn page. They include a 
headline, a description and a call-to-action which can redirect to any link of your 
choice.

51) LinkedIn sponsored content ads. Sponsored content ads are LinkedIn’s 
version of Facebook’s Sponsored Posts where your ads look like standard posts 
and are placed in the newsfeed. Simply create a post advertising your link and
promote it using LinkedIn’s advertising platform.

52) Contributing to Pinterest group boards. A Pinterest group board is like a 
regular Pinterest board but other people apart from the creator of the board can add 
pins in the board. What this means is that you can now publish pins that redirect to 
your link to group boards of your choice.

53) Facebook “click to messenger” ads. Click to messenger ads on
Facebook are ads that appear as regular Facebook ads and when people click on 
the call to action, it will open Facebook messenger and start a conversion with your 
prospects. The conversation sparked from the ad is an opportunity to advertise 
your call-to-action and link.

54) Facebook “sponsored message” ads. Sponsored messages ads appear 
inside of the Facebook messenger inbox. They look the same as what a message 
from a friend would look like, but instead it’s a message from a business.
This sponsored message can be used to redirect traffic to your link.

55) Reddit ads. Reddit is a news aggregation, web content rating, and discussion 
website with over 500 million users which allows you to display ads to promote your 
own links. 

56) Influencers. Influencers are online celebrities who have a large, specific and 
engaged audience which can be leveraged to promote your offer. You can either 
get in touch with influencers in your industry directly or through influencer marketing 
agencies.

57) Stumble Upon. Stumble upon is “a discovery and advertisement engine” 
which displays web content based on your interests and preferences. You can 
create content such as articles and videos which include your call-to-action and 
link, and the more engagement they receive, the more likely they will be seen by 
Stumble Upon users.



58) Google AdWords. Google AdWords is Google’s online advertising service 
which allows you to display brief advertisements on Google’s ad network. Just like 
Facebook ads, you will be asked to write a headline, a description and a
call-to-action for your link.

59) Reddit. As a member, Reddit allows you to post content such as posts and 
images with calls-to-action to your links which members can engage with by voting 
up or down. 

60) Forums. By becoming a member of forums relevant to your industry, you can 
join conversations or start conversations which also provide an opportunity to
promote your links.

61) Stumble Upon ads. Stumble Upon also has a self-serve advertising network 
which you can leverage to advertise any of your online offers and links.

62) Blog images. Should you be publishing blog posts, you can include images 
to illustrate the points made in your content and edit the images so they redirect to 
any link of your choice when readers click on your images.

63) Quora. On Quora, you can find anyone asking questions relevant to your 
industry. Simply look for these questions and answer them and you can add your 
link in your answers.

64) Facebook group ownership. By owning a Facebook group, you can
permanently advertise any link on your group in the description section of your 
group.

65) Facebook group member. On Facebook, by becoming a member of
existing Facebook groups, you can mention your link in posts you publish or by
joining conversations held by group members.

66) In-Stream YouTube ads. On YouTube, you can leverage YouTube’s 
self-serve advertising network by paying to display your video ads at the beginning 
of other people’s videos to promote your offers and links. 

67) Display YouTube ads. These types of ads appear as videos on the 
right-hand side of the video the user is currently watching. Simply create a video to 
advertise your call-to-action and by paying for Display YouTube Ads, it will be 
shown to anyone who matches your targeting criteria.



68) YouTube Overlay Ads. These ads are another type of YouTube ads which 
appears as static text that is clickable on any YouTube video.

69) Medium. Medium is a content platform which attracts millions of readers and 
where as a blogger, you can syndicate your content (and your links) to.

70) LinkedIn Showcase Page. These pages on LinkedIn are pages specifically 
designed to promote individual products or services as opposed to promoting an 
entire business. Simply create a LinkedIn Showcase page exclusively to promote 
your offer and link.

71) Hub Pages. HubPages is a user generated content website. Simply write and 
publish a ‘hub’ which is the equivalent of an article and include your links in your 
hubs.

72) Native advertising. This type of advertising is when online ads fit seamlessly 
with the rest of the content around it. For example, a sponsored article on an article 
website would be considered native advertising. Taboola is a company that allows 
you to create and display your native ads across major websites.

73) Article marketing. Article marketing is simply the process of writing articles 
with your links and publishing them on article websites such as ezinearticle.com

74) Snapchat. Snapchat is a messaging app that allows you to communicate with 
people through “snaps”. You can add links to your snaps to redirect traffic to your 
offers.

75) Free reports or free eBooks. Free online resources such as eBooks and 
reports get shared a lot online and are an opportunity to generate more traffic when 
you include clickable links throughout your free resources.

76) Click to tweet. Click to tweet is a plugin that allows you to create tweetable 
pieces of text within your content such as your blog posts. This makes it easy for 
people to tweet your links to their Twitter audience in just one click.

77) Press releases. Writing and submitting press releases online are a great 
opportunity to generate traffic, because not only can you add a link to your press 
release, the article can also be picked up by news websites which will publish it on 
their website. You can submit press releases using websites such as PRWeb.



78) Contests/Giveaways. Running contests and giveaways online can generate 
a lot of attention if your contest or giveaway asks people to promote the contest or 
giveaway as a pre-requisite to enter for a chance to win. You can host your contest 
or giveaway on the same website or web page you wish to drive traffic to or
promote your link to participants. 

79) YouTube video description. Not only can you promote your link on YouTube 
videos, you can also add a call-to-action with your link in the video description box 
which features right below your video.

80) Affiliates. Recruiting affiliates is an easy way to generate traffic as they will 
promote your link to their audiences in exchange for commissions. You will have to 
decide on the commission rate and then submit your offer on websites for affiliates 
such as clickbank.com 

81) HARO queries. HARO is a website that connects journalists with bloggers 
and experts. Simply respond to journalists’ queries relevant to your industry and 
include the link you wish to redirect them to when relevant.

82) Digg. Digg.com is a social bookmarking site. It’s an opportunity for you to 
share your content (with your link) with other people and allow people to vote for it. 

83) Website contributor. By becoming a regular contributor and writer for
content websites such as socialmediaexaminer.com will allow you to build your
profile and authority while also redirect traffic to where you want (provided they 
approve your link in the post your write for them).

84) Mention/tag influential people. By mentioning/tagging influential people in 
your social media posts will notify them they’ve been mentioned, and will likely 
result in them sharing your post to their audience.

85) Add your blog to Alltop. Alltop is one of the most popular websites which 
pulls together all the RSS feeds of all the top blogs in specific niches. For more
traffic, you can simply submit your website link to Alltop.

86) Yahoo Answers. Similarly to Quora, Yahoo Answers is a
question-and-answer website that allows users to both submit questions to be 
answered and answer questions asked by other users. By providing answers to 
questions related to your industry, you can easily redirect people to your link.

87) Triberr. This tool allows to get more shares to your content, as members are 
encouraged to share other people’s content. You can even pay to promote your 
content further through the “Promote Post” feature.



88) Fiverr. Fiverr is a place where freelancers post ads for jobs they’re able to do. 
For as little as $5 you can hire freelancers to promote your links.

89) Bing ads. Bing is a search engine like Google, which also provides a 
self-serve advertising platform so you can reach millions of Bing users with your 
offers.

90) Yahoo Gemini. Yahoo Gemini is a direct competitor of Google AdWords, 
which allows you to display your ads to Yahoo’s network of users.

91) Twitter ads. Twitter also provides a self-serve advertising platform which 
allows you to get tweets seen to more people based on your targeting selection.

92) Banner ads. Banner ads are a popular form of online advertising which allows 
you to display banners on websites that redirect to your link. There are many
companies online that allow you to buy banner traffic through them, simply perform 
a search for ‘buy banner advertising online’.

93) SEO for long tail keywords. Trying to rank your online content on the first 
page of search engines such as Google for a single word keyword is almost
impossible. Instead, try to rank for long tail keywords such as ‘how to get lose 
weight with keto’ instead of ‘keto’.

94) Viralcontentbee.com. This website specialises in promoting content and 
generating more shares from online influencers.

95) Buzzbundle. Buzzbundle is a software that finds online conversations
relevant to your industry and allows you to participate in these conversations and 
share your link when relevant.

96) BizSugar.com. This website is an online destination for small business 
owners that allows them to find or submit tips, advice, blog posts, video, and other 
resourceful content.

97) Celebrity endorsements. Receiving endorsements from celebrities can be 
an easy way to get floods of traffic. To find and connect with the right celebrities or 
their representatives, you can go to: http://www.whorepresents.com



98) eBook on Amazon. With the millions of monthly visitors Amazon attracts, you
can easily get a share of its traffic by simply publishing eBooks and including
throughout your eBooks the links you want to redirect people to.

99) Flipboard.com. This website allows you to potentially reach over 100 million
people by publishing your content on their website. Simply create an account and
submit and RSS feed.

100) Tumblr.com. Tumblr is a social networking website which allows you to
publish posts with your links just like other social networking sites.

So, here you have it. The 100 ways to generate traffic starting today! The key is to 
test a lot of them, and keep a record of which ones bring you the best results. Then, 
it’s just a question of scaling what works!

Happy traffic generation!
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